Asian Authors

Picture Books

Doi--Chirri and Chirra
Le-- Lift
Lin-- The ugly vegetables
Say-- Almond
Young-- Should You Be a River
Yum-- This is Our House

Chapter Books

Keller--The Science of Breakable Things
Lai-- Listen Slowly
Lin-- Starry River of the Sky
Look-- Alvin Ho, Allergic to the Great Wall, the Forbidden Palace and other Tourist Attractions
Park-- A Single Shard
Tan-- A Kind of Paradise

Latinx Authors

Picture Books

Alvarez-- Already a Butterfly
Aponte-- Across the Bay
Deedy-- The Rooster Who Would Not Be Quiet
De la Pena-- Carmela full of wishes
Dominguez-- Knit Together
Martinez-Neal-- Alma and How She Got Her Name
Quintero-- My Papi Has a Motorcycle

Chapter Books

Ada-- Love, Amalia
Cartaya-- The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora
Dominguez,-- Stella Diaz Dreams Big
Medina-- Merci Suarez Changes Gears
Montijo-- Chews Your Destiny
Ryan-- Esperanza Rising
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